100% Australian Merino Wool
Grown & Made in Australia...Naturally!

www.merinocountry.com
OUR STORY

Australian Grown & Made...Naturally!

Thank You...

Through our business, love of the land & merino wool we’ve had some amazing adventures and met wonderful people and we thank you for your support. From South Africa to Buckingham Palace, South Australia to Darwin, Canada to Cairns so many people are wearing our beautiful Australian Merino gear, and of course, our Wundies!!

We don’t just make clothes - we produce Australian Merino products that help make your lives more comfortable. It’s very gratifying to not only employ local people, but to also help customers who have skin conditions; are having chemo treatment; to travel comfortably and work safely; keep warm or cool! All of our customers have a story and we are privileged to be a part of those stories with our products. Thankyou!

Cheers

Kerrie & Malcolm

From the Sheeps Back to Yours!

In response to low wool prices, drought and the difficulty to obtain merino products for everyday wear, Merino Country was originally established in 1993 by Kerrie Richards working out of the shearer’s quarters on the family sheep and cattle station, “Clareborough”, in North West Queensland. The business is now vertically integrated processing wool right through to garments including underwear and outerwear for the whole family.

Supporting Local Jobs & Industry

As a family business we have made a conscious decision to manufacture in Australia to support local jobs and to have control over the quality of our products. The head office, production and manufacturing are now based in Brisbane, Queensland with our fabrics and garments being made in Australia.

We work closely with our suppliers including Australian woolgrowers, processors and manufacturers and have control over not only the raw wool we use but also yarn types, fabric construction, design and manufacturing. All of our garments are made in-house in our own factory in Queensland where we’ve invested in new machinery and local people. We also supply 100% Australian Merino gear to our Australian Defence Force, Victoria Police, Customs & Border Control so our product is well & truly tried & tested.

Australian Fabric for Australian Conditions

We’ve developed our own easy care, merino knit jersey fabric that is lightweight, soft to touch and comfortable to wear all year round. The fabric comes in brilliant colours, and is machine washable & can be tumble dried; it does not shrink, it keeps it’s shape, the colours don’t fade and is long wearing giving you great value for money.

From the steamy tropics to the chilly ski slopes, the bedroom to the boardroom, the cafe scene to breathtaking scenes, our 100% Australian Merino fabrics and garments are designed for comfort, versatility, and durability for wear, work, travel and play...Naturally!

INFORMATION

Laundering

Wash before Wear. Warm Machine Wash on normal cycle. Line Dry or Low Heat Tumble Dry (except items with elastic). Do Not Bleach or use detergents with whiteners or bleach. Use Ph Neutral Detergent Only. Do Not wash with Metal Zips! For more information go to our website or give us a call.

Exchange & Refunds

If purchase by mail order, telephone or internet, goods may be exchanged, refunded or credited to your account if the item is not as you envisioned it or is not the correct size. Goods must be in their original condition with all labels and swing tags still attached and must not be worn. Please contact us within SEVEN (7) days of receipt of the goods to return them. We do not pay the postage for the return of goods but do cover the cost of sending items out a second time only.

Size Chart

Our garments are sized XS-4XL. Please note - not all garments come in the full size range. Our sizing is generous. If unsure of your size please provide us with your measurements and how you would like the garment to fit ie. Loose, Tight etc. & we will work it out for you. Please remember this is just a guide and it comes down to the purpose you are wearing it for and how you would like it to fit.

Colours

Please check the price list for the colours that each item is available in.
Your Wundies are great. So comfortable, don’t itch or lose their shape or colour. Don’t pill, they wash well & dry very fast. Am building up a collection. **DEBBIE**, Victoria

Love my Baa Bras - they’re comfortable & I can actually breath in them. **STEPHANIE**, Darwin

Wundies make great gym & yoga undies - soak up sweat, are really comfy & don’t creep. **ANNE**
I was in transit for nearly 30 hours & when I got to LA had to go straight out to dinner - travelled in your bootleg pants, long sleeve t with a wrap - looked & felt fresh as a daisy when I arrived. Accidentally put them in the hotel laundry - didn't hurt them at all - they still look great! CARMEN, Paddington

I have been wearing Merino Country garments for 20 years & find them great in summer & winter. Most importantly, when you lead a busy lifestyle - they're indestructible - and they're great for travelling as they wash & dry quickly and don't need ironing. JUDY, Toowong.
From the Cafe Scene to Breathtaking Scenes... ...mix and match; casual & relaxed; layer up or dress up!

The ski slopes to the steamy tropics, the classroom to the boardroom, a trip overseas or a trip to the shops! Our clothing is designed for versatility & flexibility so that you can get on with life in comfort and style.
Get Active in comfort in 100% Australian Merino...Naturally!

Move in Merino...
Wicks moisture, breathes, regulates body temperature, stops chaffing, doesn't smell and moves with your body ...

...Naturally!
Merino for Work, Travel or Play

Wundies keep you comfortable & healthy all year round and help prevent chaffing & body odour - ideal for hot climates...Naturally!

Once your’ve worn Wundies you won’t wear anything else. They really do stop chaffing & are great in the heat. Can’t believe how comfy they are, especially in the tropics.

JOE, Townsville.

Have given Wundies a good trial, drag-onboating, running & wearing at work in construction - came through with flying colours. Move over Pat Rafter Wundies are really, REALLY Comfy!!

JOHN,
Merino for kids on the go...Naturally!

I love Bare Belly Joe stuff - I wear them to bed & sometimes straight to Kindy... CHELSEA, Age 4

I skied Maryjane, California & just took your thermals - three layers in -20 & I was really warm whilst those around me froze! Great for travel and at night! ANDREA
Dress from Head... to Toe in Australian Merino... Naturally!

#710 Beanie
#720 Dress Scarf
#740 Headband
#710 Beanie
#711 Skull Cap
#730 Open Face Balaclava
#732 Balaclava /Neckwarmer
#712 Neck Shade
#7504 Dress Socks
#7502 Terry Socks
#740 Serappe
Size: 150x150cm

Easy Care Instructions

Wash before you wear.
Warm machine wash with like colours.
Do Not wash with zips.
Do Not Bleach.
Line Dry or Very Low Heat Tumble Dry.
Use PH Neutral Detergent (Biodegradable).
Wash stains without delay in cold soapy water.
100% Australian Merino
for Comfort & Performance...Naturally!

Locally Made, Sustainable & Ethical
We only use Australian grown Merino wool with all of our fabrics and garments made in Australia & we sew all of our garments in our own factory in Queensland, employing local people and supporting our community.

100% Natural & Eco Friendly
Merino wool is a renewable resource harvested annually. It requires less washing & detergent than other fibres & being so durable, lasts 3-5 times longer.

Soft & Comfortable for Sensitive Skin
Our merino is soft to touch & provides natural comfort for people with skin conditions including eczema, chaffing, radiation & chemo burns.

Regulates Body Temperature
Merino Wool lets our body breathe & insulates, keeping us dry when we sweat, cool when it’s hot and warm when it’s cold.

Absorbs Moisture & Breathes
Naturally lets the body breathe & wicks moisture & sweat away keeping you dry, comfortable and healthy.

No Smell
Naturally anti-microbial, merino wool keeps your fresh & comfortable longer, reducing body odour, chaffing & fungal infections.

Moves with Your Body
Merino is naturally elastic & moves in harmony with your body giving you freedom to move. It retains its shape with no stretching or bagging, drapes beautifully and feels great to travel, work, play & sleep in.

Easy Care & Quick Dry
Machine Wash & Low Heat Tumble Dry (but because it dries so quickly doesn’t need it!)- our fabric keeps it’s shapes and the colours don’t fade.

Ideal for Work, Travel & Play
From the steamy tropics to the chilly slopes our 100% merino will keep you comfortable whatever the temperature or conditions.

CONTACT DETAILS
Phone: 07 3806 4869
Freecall Phone: 1800 606 969
Web: www.merinocountry.com
Email: sales@merinocountry.com

Factory Address:
5 / 2-4 Commercial Drive
Shailer Park QLD 4128
Australia